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WSRA Reform Group 

UPDATE 

 

20 May 2015 
 

Sounding the Whistle! 
 
Dear WSRA Members 
 
The WSRA Reform Group, and a number of supporters, met on Sunday evening 17 May to 
decide how to continue the process to bring the WSRA back into the WSR family. 
 
Where are we? 
 
We noted that the ‘no confidence’ and ‘Review’ motions had been won at the EGM on 10 May 
2015. And the ‘removal’ motions in respect of Peter Chidzey, David Williams and Nick Nichols 
had been lost by very narrow margins in circumstances where the Trustees’ actions have put 
the validity of the recorded outcomes very much in doubt. 
 
We noted that the Trustees had rejected independent involvement in the voting, and had 
rejected help from Paul Whitehouse, a highly experienced charitable Trustee, in ensuring that 
the voting chaos which occurred at the 2014 AGM was not repeated.  And the chaos WAS 
repeated.  We understand that the Trustees who were the subject of the removal motions were 
involved in handling the proxy voting forms. 
 
We noted that, having told the membership at the EGM that he was resigning as a Trustee, 
David Williams has gone back on that statement. 
 
We bore in mind Claire Sheppy’s comment at the EGM that many members had little trust in the 
Trustees. 
 
We noted the contemptuous actions of the Trustees in response to the above results, which has 
been to switch the Chairman and vice-Chairman around (so no real change there) and to 
suspend Trustee Ian Coleby on no proper grounds on Wednesday 13 May 2015.  The purpose 
or effect of this suspension was to avoid Ian Coleby conducting the audit of the proxy form he 
had proposed on the next day, 14 May 2015.  Why would the Trustees do this? 
 
What next? 
 
We considered a series of possible next steps, including doing nothing (easy to dismiss) and 
taking legal action to enforce an independent review of the voting. 
 
The course we decided to adopt was to promote the motion set out on the attached sign-up 
sheet, as all of the present Trustees (with the honourable exception of Ian Coleby) have been 
involved in the recent disgraceful actions of the Trustees. 
 
This resolution can be dealt with as part of the WSRA AGM in July, so there need be no further 
expense on the part of the WSRA, or additional meetings for members to attend.  It will allow 
the these issues to be resolved and a new WSRA committee to take matters forward. 
 
This approach keeps the discussion within the Railway family, and gives us a chance to put 
matters right ourselves but leaves the option of legal action available if, once again, we get 
chaos. 
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Who next? 
 
Assuming the existing Committee are removed, and those whom we know are standing for 
election are returned, we thought it was helpful to set out who would be at the helm of the 
WSRA after July, so that members could have confidence in the future. 
 
These would be: 
 
Nigel Adams, a retired accountant, volunteer fireman and past WSR plc director. 
 
Barrie Childs, long standing QB volunteer and local businessman. 
 
Ian Coleby, a railway volunteer for over 30 years, long standing signalman, Bishops Lydeard 
Museum curator, author of the line. 
 
Rodney Greenway, IT expert, longstanding WSRA volunteer and independent thinker. 
 
David Randles, volunteer signalman, retired scientist.  Rail charity trustee and originator of 
the ‘uksteam’ website 
 
Paul Whitehouse, volunteer signalman, a retired senior police officer and highly experienced 
charity trustee. 
 
 
What do you need to do now? 
 
Supporters should sign the enclosed form to call an EGM as part of the coming AGM and 
return it to the Reform Group at the address given.  We ask supporters to do this at once as 
we will need to submit forms representing 5% of the membership by 4 June 2015, so that the 
resolution can be dealt with at the AGM. 
 
Many members have asked how they can support this next step.  The first, and crucial, stage 
is to sign and return the form as soon as possible.  (Remember, if you are joint members, you 
can both sign and return separate forms.)  We plan a further mailing to all members once the  
paperwork has been distributed.  This will cost around £2500 of which we have over £1,000 
pledged.  If you are able support this effort financially, please send a cheque, payable to 
‘R.White’ or make a credit transfer to 40-47-79 Ac No 404 57 809 and give your name as the 
reference.  All donations will be recorded and the accounts made available for scrutiny by 
WSRA members. 
 
We should say how very disappointed we are to be having to take these steps.  We had hoped 
the Trustees would take account of the feelings of the membership but, at present, that does not 
appear to be so.  We remain open to approaches from the WSRA Trustees but crucial first 
steps to any discussions would have to be the re-instatement of Ian Coleby and a proper audit 
of the proxy voting forms for the EGM so that the membership could begin, once again, to have 
confidence in its Trustees.  The obligation on the WSRA to have this resolution dealt with at the 
AGM takes effect when we deliver the sign-up forms on 4 June.  There are still a couple of 
weeks for sense to prevail.  Our door is always open. 
 
United, we CAN return the WSRA to its core role of supporting the West Somerset Railway as a 
whole. 
 

WSRA Reform Group 

 
THANK YOU for your continuing support ……spread the word 

 

www.wsra-action.org 


